Refinements to the usual Hflder and Minkowski inequalities in the Lebegue spaces are proved. Both are inequalities for non-negative functions and both reduce to equalit.
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
The H61der and Minkowski inequalities are fundamental to which holds by Theorem 2.2 when n is large enough that < f0 fn.
This proves the theorem for p > 2 in the case 0 < < ffd#. The case ffd# follows by an easy limiting argument.
The same argument yields the reverse inequality when < p < 2.
COROLLARY 2.4 Suppose p > 2, # is a probability measure, and f is a non-negative, #-measurable function. Then
The reverse inequality holds when < p < 2.
Proof Take ffd# in Theorem 2.3, rearrange the result and take p-th roots.
Proofs of Theorems 1.1-1.4 To prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we fix non-negative u-measurable functions f and g and apply Corollary 2.4 with fg-t; in place of f and d# g'du/fgt,'du. 
